Paper Guide Upgrade kit for Braille Box, art no:2463
Mounting instruction

Tools needed: 7mm hex key and a PH1 screwdriver

1. Parts needed
2. Remove both glass doors and 9 black screws
3. Remove 10 chrome screws
4. Disconnect 3 cables
5. Disconnect 1 cable
6. (close-up)
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7. Remove the complete roof

8. Place it upside down on a soft cloth to avoid scratches

9. Remove center screws. Note! do not change the servo motor position

10. Disconnect the paper stack sensor cable

11. Remove 3 locking nuts

12. Remove the old bracket
13. Remove the paper guides. Pull straight out. Maintain the original servo motor axle position when removing the paper guides.

14. 

15. Move the servo arms to the new paper guides.


17. Move the complete sensor to the new bracket.

18. New bracket finished.
19. Place the new bracket in position

20. Remount 3 locking nuts

21. Reconnect the paper stack sensor cable

22. Mount the new paper guides straight and parallel with the roof

23. Be sure to place the paper guides to the original position, see picture 8

24. Push in place
25. Lock the paper guides with 2 black screws

26. 

27. Ready for final assembly

28. Done!